
       Brussels 06 March 2006 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
Ref.  COMP/2006/D-2/002  
 Study on the legal and economic analysis of tramp maritime services 
 
I would like to bring to your attention the following replies (in italic characters) we provide in 
response to a number of requests (in normal characters) for clarification of the Invitation to 
Tender related to the above mentioned study. 
 
 

1. Considering that the study is expected to provide information on  
world-wide tramp shipping activities, is there a convincing argument to  
persuade non-EU participants in such trades to divulge details of their  
commercial activities to DG COM ?  And how can one convince a, say,  
Japanese ship owner engaged in, say, the Australia-Japan trade that the  
EC Treaty applies to his activities, even if he operates inside a pool? 
 
It is indeed unlikely that shipping activities that take place only between two 
third Countries produce effects inside the Community. However, the question 
whether the EC Treaty and the envisaged Commission guidelines apply to 
such activities has to be answered on a case by case basis, see paragraph 
100 - 103 of the "Commission Guidelines on the effect on trade concept 
contained in Art. 81 and 82 of the Treaty", OJ C 101 of 27.4.2004. 
Moreover, it has been brought to the Commission attention that some tramp 
vessels, in contrast to liner carriers, are often utilised in a very flexible way 
world-wide (especially when operating in pools).  
Therefore, it is the task of the tenderer to find out to which degree specific 
tramp vessel services operate "worldwide" or only in regional  
geographical markets.  
 
2. The specification repeatedly requests the tenderers to deliver  
factual information only.  It is widely known and commonly accepted that  
certain details of commercial contracts are confidential.  Inevitably,  
the successful tenderers will, probably quite frequently, have to rely  
on their experience and their market knowledge and will supply such  
market information, as opposed to contractual details.  Will that be  
acceptable to DG COMP? 
 
The analyses of the tenders should as much as possible (in the factual 
part of the study) rely on contractual details and reason the results 
accordingly. The Commission will ensure confidentiality of business secrets. It 
is also possible to submit a confidential and non-confidential 
version of the final report of the study (please see also reply to question 4). 
 
3. Vast numbers of fixtures are made daily concerning individual ships  
and individual cargoes, outside any COAs, pools,  and the like.  Am I  
correct in assuming that such fixtures are not to be investigated /  
analysed? 
 
No, such individual fixtures (spot market) are also to be investigated and 
included in the study.  
 
4. The fact that the Commission reserves the right to publish the  
findings of the successful tenderer has in the past often been a major  
obstacle for potential suppliers of confidential information.  Does the  
Commission insist on that right? 



 
Yes, the Commission insists on the right to publish the findings of the study. 
However, if need be, there is the possible to submit a confidential and  
non-confidential version of the final report of the study. Only the non-
confidential version would be published. 

 
 
   Kind regards 
 
   Maria Jose Bicho 
   European Commission 
   DG Competition  

Unit D-2 “Transport” 
    
 
 


